**UPLIFT Desk**

E7 Electric Standing Desk Converter
Triple Monitor Mount Instructions
ACC116

This manual was designed to use after initial assembly of your E7 Electric Standing Desk Converter. This kit contains the items necessary to mount three monitors on the converter’s lifting column.

---

**Step 1**
Align the holes of a Locking bar and a VESA bracket with one of the pairs of horizontal slots. (Note: tabs on VESA bracket should be pointing upward). From behind the Mounting Bracket, insert two (2) M6x14 Pan head screws and two (2) Washers into both holes. Using the Allen wrench, tighten the screws, leaving them a little bit loose. Repeat with the 2nd VESA bracket, on the other side.

---

**Step 2**
There are holes on the lifting column to accommodate five (5) different height settings. Choose the height that is best suited for your monitors and make note of which holes achieve that height.

Align the holes of the third VESA bracket with the center holes of the Mounting bracket and the chosen holes in the Converter lifting column. Attach everything to the Lifting column using two (2) M6x22 Pan head screws.

---

**Step 3**
Attach the VESA mounts to your monitors using four (4) M4x12 Pan head screws for each monitor. Ensure that the hooks on the VESA mount are facing down and toward the bottom of the monitor, as shown.

Note: Maximum monitor size 28”

---

**Step 4**
Hook monitor assemblies onto the VESA brackets, and secure each side with one (1) VESA screw.

Slide the loosened VESA brackets to the location where you plan to keep your monitors. Once in place, tighten the screws completely with the Allen wrench.

---

**CAUTIONS & WARNINGS**

⚠️ **CAUTION:** Read all instructions before assembly. Failure to assemble or operate properly may result in damage or personal injury. Retain manual for future reference.

⚠️ **CAUTION:** Make sure that the wires for your monitor and devices have enough slack to prevent your devices from being pulled off the unit workstation when raising the unit.

---
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